A current of neutral excitations created in the presence of a 210po alpha source submersed in liquid helium was first reported by Surko and Reif. /I/. These excitations, which were shown not to be photons, travelled in straight lines for distances of the order of 1 cm at temperatures below 0.45 K, did not respond to electric fields of the order of lo5 V/cm, and produced ẽ : , ions and electrons at the free liquid surface. They detected these excitations by either collecting the charges created at the free surface or by the use of a surface ionization detector placed in the liquid. These authors suggested the possibility that the neutral excitations were long lived metastable atomic 2 3~1 or diatomic a31+ states. u Rayfield /2/ modulated the neutral excitation current with the application of an electric field in the source region and measured the lifetime of these excitations, presumeably limited by neutral-neutral collisions on the liquid surface/3/, to be 1.4 m s. This is greater than the 15 ps lifetime /4/ of the longest lived metastable atomic state, z3s1, in the liquid.
In this note we report a study of neutral excitationscreated in a discharge at a field emission tip operated in liquid helium in the temperature range 1.1 K -4.2 K. A cross section of our cylindrically symmetric pentode is shown in figure 1 . ~t consists of a field emisdon tip, collector grid G which serves to collect the tip current, a suppressor grid G2 which blocks charges from passing beyond GI, and two grids G3 and G4 which serve as the two electrodes of a metal detector for neutral * Supported in part by the NSF. 
